
EAT LOVE PLAY TALK IS IN OUR HANDS

GOAL OF SESSION 1
Caregivers will understand the importance of the early years and their
role in providing ELPT to support their young children’s growth and
development

Caregivers will be motivated to return to the next session

FACILITATOR RESOURCES CAREGIVER RESOURCES
- Session guide

- Facilitator food cards
PLAYBOOK 1

2 x DoMore porridge

1 x full set of caregiver food cards

Plastic folder (to keep booklets) and

ELPT play bag

Time: 2 - 2 1/2 hours

Facilitator script

SESSION GUIDE 1

BEA
NS



WELCOME

AGREEMENT IN THE GROUP

Mention the goal of the session:

“To understand the importance of the early years and their role
in providing EAT, LOVE, PLAY and TALK to support their young
children’s growth and development.”

Mention how long the session will be, possible breaks during the session
and which session you are on.

“We are on session 1 and this session should be about 2 hours.”

Any other set up or session admin.

Please sign our attendance register.

Introduce yourself

Let every person in the group introduce themselves (round robin):
“We will be getting to know you more throughout the session.”

What are the rules our group should agree to?

What do you expect to learn during this first session?

Discussing expectations in pairs

“Turn to the person next to you and explain why you are here.”

What are you expecting from this programme?

1

5 MINUTES

INTRODUCTIONS 7 MINUTES

5 MINUTES

EXPECTATIONS 5 MINUTES
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ADMIN AND RECORD KEEPING 15 MINUTES

SESSION INCENTIVES 3 MINUTES

ICEBREAKER / WARM�UP ACTIVITY

WARM�UP REFLECTION QUESTIONS:

10 MINUTES

What did we do? What does this mean for you as a parent?
Was it easy? Was it difficult? What made it easy / difficult?

Monitoring and Evaluation forms - fill out forms

Caregiver questionaire

Provide answers based on your personal experience (this is NOT
a test and will not impact your completion of the programme)

Hand out caregiver resources

Spend some time looking through the playbag contents with your group.

In pairs, use your food cards to introduce yourself, your children, and 
your family.

Pick a food card from the pack that could represent you and your children. 
Share with the group the reasons you chose those cards? It could be one 
or more!  The cards could represent your interest, your personality and 
culture.

LET’S LOOK AT THE IMAGE SEEN HERE AS AN EXAMPLE 
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Ask the caregivers to take out their Playbook 1 from the playbag.

PLAYBOOK OPENING PAGE:
PAGE 1 DISCUSSION: WHO DOES THIS BOOK BELONG TO?

15 MINUTES

GETTING TO KNOW OUR FAMILIES
Introduce yourself and name your 
children using the blocks to represent 
each child you have at home.

You can write your names in the book.

This book is something you can use 
at home with your children and at our 
group sessions.

We love to see parents being with 
their children. How is this family 
spending time together? (Reading). 
You can use this playbook to create 
and make up wonderful stories with 
your children. Mothers and fathers 
should both be involved in creating 
memories eith their children.

PARENT/CAREGIVER:

CHILD:

CHILD:

CHILD:

CONTACT NUMBER:

THIS BOOK BELONGS TO:

2

• Mother

• Father

• Grandparents

• ECD practitioners  

• Neighbours 

• Community members

• Other family members 

WHO IS A CAREGIVER?
WHAT ROLES DO THE FOLLOWING CAREGIVERS PLAYIN THE LIVES OF CHILDREN:
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GETTING TO KNOW THE GROWTH GUIDE

REMEMBER TO ASK IF THE GROUP HAS ANY QUESTIONS.

What is a timeline?

How does this timeline work?

What does the timeline say about pregnancy to birth?

How can we use this information? Who do we share this information with?

Where are your children on this timeline?

Did you have supportive information?

Who can we go to with questions we don’t have the answers for?

Do we always need to know the answer?

Do mothers and fathers need to know this information? 

Ask the caregivers to take out their Playbook 1 from the playbag.

PLAYBOOK: ACTIVITY
PAGE 3 DISCUSSION: GROWTH GUIDE

15 MINUTES

Being pregnant is the start of your relationship 
with your baby.
Spend time with your family and friends. 

Foods that build.
Foods that protect.
Foods that give energy.
Drink plenty of clean water.
Keeping up to date with your clinic checkups 
is a way to care for yourself and your baby.

Pregnancy  61� 8 months 91� 11 months 31� 5 years

EAT, LOVE,
PLAY, TALK
SESSION 1 !

WHAT TO KNOW ABOUT ELPT DURING

PREGNANCY

Even in your tummy, your baby can hear you 
sing and talk.  

Find friends, neighbours and other mothers to 
help support you during your pregnancy.  

Love

TalkPlay

Eat

 Birth 01� 6 months 11� 2 years
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GETTING TO KNOW OUR FAMILIES

GROUP DISCUSSION ACTIVITY
  In the story, Ma Vilikazi shared some important things to keep in
  mind when becoming a mother. I am sure that, for many of us, our
  mothers, sisters and friends gave us their advice and pointers.

What advice did you receive and did you find it helpful?

Sometimes the advice we receive is not helpful or doesn’t feel right for us. How
do we know what advice is helpful and what advice is not?

What is advice you wish you received when you were pregnant?

There is a lot of pressure on caregivers to do everything right, to just know
exactly what to do and how. But being a mum means continually learning new
skills and knowledge as you grow with your baby. Where did you get help during
times when perhaps you did not know what to do? Did you feel like you had the
support you needed?

Assign someone the role of
Thandi and Gogo

Take turns to read the speech 
bubbles.  

We have Thandi
We have Gogo  

Introduce the characters from the playbooks:

PLAYBOOK MEETING THANDI AND GOGO
PAGE 5 DISCUSSION: WE BUILD OUR KNOWLEDGE TOGETHER

15 MINUTES

Gogo, why should we 
share our knowledge in 

the community?

We all have 
knowledge and 

information that can 
help others raise their 

children well. "Knowledge 
empowers us - when we 

know more, we can 
do better!"

Babies and young 
children need lots of

EAT, LOVE, PLAY and TALK 
every day to grow and

develop well. Remember every
child is unique. Remember,
Thandi we can build our 

    knowledge together.      

WE BUILD OUR 
KNOWLEDGE
TOGETHER!

WHEN WE KNOW BETTER, 
WE CAN DO BETTER

It is very 
important, Thandi!
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EAT LOVE PLAY TALK AND YOUR CHILD

When and where do you eat with your family?
When are your meal times?
What does meal time mean to your family?
Does every family eat the same food?

EAT:

How do we play with children from birth?
What are some ideas for new caregivers with small babies?
How do we know when a game is too easy and we can make it more challenging for our
little one?
Whose job is it to play with the children?
Why do you think play is important for children and parents?

PLAY:

We show love in different ways. How does your family show each other that they love one another?
Is it easy to show love? When is it hard to show people you love them?
How do children understand love? What prevents / stops parents from showing love to their children?
Why do you think love is important for children and parents?

LOVE:

Every week we will be discussing the 4 parts of our programme:

PLAYBOOK ELPT BUILDING BLOCKS
PAGE 6 DISCUSSION: ELPT AND YOUR CHILD

5 MINUTES

Babies and young 

children grow and 

develop well when they 

eat enough healthy 

food every day to build 

their bodies and brains.    

Showing love is

important to babies 

and young children. 

When we respond to 

their needs and spend 

quality time with them 

they feel loved.    

Young children develop 

and learn when they play,

explore and interact with 

others from the time 

they are born.    

Children learn language 

from the people around 

them. We use words, 

songs and rhymes. 

Respond in a way that 

shows you are listening 

and sending a message

back to them.     

Love

TalkPlay

Eat

DO YOU WANT TO KNOW MORE?

What is EAT LOVE PLAY TALK?

“These are 4 areas of connection
and growth that we caregivers
can spend our time doing with
our children to help them thrive!”

Use the points in the playbook to
guide the discussion
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TALK:
What does it mean to talk to our children?
Can you speak to children when they are very small? Can you share some ideas 
of reading or storytelling?

Why is talking important for children’s brains to develop language?
Why do you think love is important for children and parents?

In this activity we use the
wordless picture scene
to have a discussion
specifically on the topic of
EAT LOVE PLAY TALK.

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

Who do you see?

What do you see?

Why are these things
happening in the picture?

Go through each of the 
key messages here.
Ask the group to show
the following if they
understand the message:

Yes! I understand.

OK, but not sure. 
Please go over that 
information again. 

No! I DON’T understand.

 

PLAYBOOK STORY SCENE
PAGE 7 & 8 DISCUSSION: ELPT IS ALL AROUND US.

10 MINUTES

PLAYBOOK CLOSING PAGE
PAGE 9 & 10 DISCUSSION: DID YOU KNOW...?

10 MINUTES

EAT, LOVE,
PLAY, TALK
IS ALL AROUND US.

From the picture, where can you see
EAT, LOVE, PLAY and TALK in this household? 

• The early years, starting from conception, are the 
    foundation of your young children’s lives and a critical period
    of growth and development, especially brain development.

• You, the caregivers, are the most important people in your
    young children’s lives.

• There is SO MUCH you can do in your everyday activities 
    to buil this strong foundation through the way you provide
    ‘Eat, Love, Play, Talk. The magic is in your hands.

• Babies and young children need lots of EAT, LOVE, PLAY
    and TALK every day to grow and develop well.

• Your child is unique. Everyone has different talents and 
    abilities, and young children do not all develop and reach
    their milestones at the same time. You can help them to 
    be the best they can be.

• We can share, learn and grow together to support our 
    young children.  



DID YOU KNOW...?

The early years, from conception, are the foundation of your young children’s
lives and a critical period of growth and development, especially brain
development.

You, the caregivers, are the most important people in your young children’s lives.

There is SO MUCH you can do in your everyday activities to build this strong
foundation through the way you provide ‘EAT, LOVE, PLAY and TALK’ The magic
is in your hands!

Babies and young children need lots of EAT, LOVE, PLAY and TALK every day to
grow and develop well.

Your child is unique. Everyone has different talents and abilities, and young
children do not all develop and reach their milestones at the same time. You can
help them to be the best they can be.

We can share, learn and grow together to support our young children.

8

5 MINUTES

Your clinic and health care
workers are there to support

you to raise a happy and 
healthy child.

What is the Road to Health book?

• The new Road to Health book is an important tool for  your childs health and growth:

• It is a record of a child’s growth, immunisations, and health interventions

• It is an information source for caregivers

• It is a tool to encourage collaboration between healthcare  workers and caregivers 
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Ask the caregivers to take out their food cards from the playbag.

“We can use our food cards in many ways. One way is to use
them to learn more about each other!”

FOOD CARD ACTIVITY QUESTIONS:
- Stand next to a food you eat often.

- Stand next to a food you wished you had more often.

- What food does your child like?

- What food is easy to buy?

- Which food is easy to grow?

- Which food do you like in summer?

- Which food do you like in winter?

COULD WE PLAY THIS GAME WITH OUR CHILDREN?

FOOD CARD ACTIVITY REFLECTION QUESTIONS
- What did we do?

- Was it easy? Was it difficult? What made it easy / difficult?

- What does this mean for you as a parent?

- How did you feel doing this activity?

- How did you feel choosing your food?

- Why do you think these feelings come up for us?

Place food cards scattered
on the floor (facilitator
food cards).

Now ask the group to
move around and stand
next to the food that bests
responds to the questions
below:

ACTIVITY
FOOD CARD ACTIVITY

10 MINUTES
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CLOSE�OUT REFLECTION

- What will you remember from this session?

- What did you enjoy the most?

- What did you learn that you didn’t know before?

- How did you feel about this session today?

- What do you think could change in your home after today’s session?

- What will you tell others about the information you learned?

5 MINUTES

10 MINUTESHOME PLAY

Over the next month, we want you to pay attention to how ELPT is done in your 
home. Give yourself a pat on the heart every time you help to use ELPT at home.

Use the picture on the playbook with your child. How can we use this
picture at home?

Here are some useful ideas for questions to help use this picture at home during 
special time spent with your children.

EAT, LOVE,
PLAY, TALK
IS ALL AROUND US.

From the picture, where can you see
EAT, LOVE, PLAY and TALK in this household? 



- What do you see the children doing with their parents and family?

- What looks like fun for you?

- Can you count how many cabbages are in the field? Do you like eating

cabbage?

- What colour is the t-shirt on the washing line? What else in the picture is

this colour?

- How many windows does the house have?

- Can you point to the tyre?

- Just like you, the crops also need help to grow. What do you think the

crops need to grow big and strong?

USE PICTURES FOR:

- How many children do you see? Do you see a child that looks like you?

- looking for colours

- counting

- find shapes

- talk about position of objects and people

- talk about sizes (big, small, tall, short)

- talk about the family

- talk about actions

IDEAS ON USING PICTURE SCENE WITH CHILDREN AT HOME


